
Welcome to ASG

Congratulations on your successful enrolment, you are now an ASG ATPL 

theory student, welcome to our crew! We’re delighted to have you on 

board and we will be here to support you in any way that we can as you 

progress through your ATPL theory journey with us.
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What happens next? 

Within the next 2 days, you should receive your login and access to our ACE online Learning Management 
System (LMS) where you will complete progress testing as you progress through your PadPilot iBooks. 
Please check your spam box for these login details and advise us if you do not receive them within 2 
days following your enrolment.

This is a free iBook which provides advice and guidance 
regarding completing your ATPL theory course by 
distance learning.

You will need to purchase your PadPilot iBooks directly to your iPad device from the iBooks store. To find 
the PadPilot books on the iBooks store, you should click on the blue icon (top right - a blue circle with 3 
horizontal lines – see below), and choose “Books” from the dropdown menu. There are a total of 16 books 
required for the entire ATPL theory course and you can purchase them as you need them for each module 
as you progress through the course. Please ensure that you purchase the latest edition (2nd edition) of the 
books (the cover is dark blue in colour like “EASA ATPL Meteorology” in the figure below:

Prior to commencing the main ATPL course, you must 
complete a short and simple Maths and Physics course 
and pass an exam contained within the ACE online 
system. This is an EASA requirement. The above is a link 
to a free iBook which will assist you in preparing for this 
basic online test.

Free iBook ATPL distance learning guide

Free iBook for Maths & Physics exam preparation

https://books.apple.com/gb/book/id1503499174
https://books.apple.com/gb/book/maths-and-physics-for-pilots/id592113679
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Practical 
considerations 
and advice for 
your ATPL theory 
course 

Starting your first module is the most challenging 
part of the entire ATPL theory course. It can be 
daunting opening those ATPL iBooks for the 
first time. This is completely normal, everyone 
feels this way, and it can feel like a long journey 
ahead of you. It is easy to feel demoralised but 
we can assure you that starting is the hardest 
part. It is important to approach the course in 
a step by step way. Once you complete your 
first module, you will have established a routine 
that works for you both in terms of how you 
learn best, and indeed fitting your learning 
around your own unique personal and work life 
circumstances. 

There is no magic formula for ATPL theory study 
but an effective way to start out is to initially 
read the books with a view to generating an 
understanding of the theory. Try not to put 
yourself under pressure to know everything 
right away and avoid reviewing question banks 
at this early stage in your training. 

Although everyone is different and assimilates 
the theoretical material in different ways and at 
a different pace, we have found the following 
method to be effective for most of our students:

Initially, read the respective chapters of 
the book and do not put yourself under 
pressure at the start of your training – the 
goal should be to begin to generate a 
meaningful understanding of the subject in 
overall terms and not to learn theories off 
by heart.

Review the progress tests associated with that 
subject to review the types of questions that 
you might be asked. You will start to see the 
way that questions are asked at ATPL level.

Read the respective book’s chapter in a more 
focussed way now by taking notes knowing 
the types of questions which are asked in that 
specific subject area.

Complete the progress tests on the ACE 
system associated with those chapters. Now, 
complete the entire subject, chapter by 
chapter, in this way prior to finally progressing 
on to using a question bank tool for question 
practise. 

Do not be demoralised when you first start 
attempting questions; do not be surprised if 
you score significantly lower that you might 
hope for. This is normal. There is a method to 
answering ATPL questions due to the manner 
in which they are asked and it is to be expected 
that your scores will initially be lower than 
you might hope for. Keep practising and you 
will find that you become more familiar with 
how the questions are asked and how they 
should be answered. Avoid the temptation to 
simply learn off the correct answers – aim to 
understand why a particular answer is correct 
or incorrect and this will put you in a far better 
position for your exams and for your future 
career as a professional Pilot. 

If there is a particular subject area that you are 
having difficulty understanding, please keep a 
note of this. Prior to your revision classes we 
will ask you for feedback on specific subject 
areas that you would like the instructor to 
focus on for your revision classes. We can 
then tailor the revision classes to your specific 
needs.

Try to be prepared for your revision classes. If 
you have studied the subject and are familiar 
with the key theories then you will take much 
more away from the revision sessions since 
you can ask your instructor to address and 
elaborate on specific theories. 
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About your revision classes 

When deciding when to complete your first set of ATPL exams, it is important to bear in mind that you 
have 18 months within which to complete all 13 exams. This time limitation only starts once you have sat 
your first examination with an EASA authority and is unrelated to when you commence your theoretical 
training with us. You must also complete all of the exams over a maximum of 6 sittings. A good strategy, 
therefore, is not to take your first set of exams until you are ready to sit at least 4 examinations. Taking 
just 1 or 2 exams would be a wasteful examination sitting and might place you under additional pressure 
towards the end of your course since you only have this limited number of sittings within which to 
complete all of the examinations. 

If you have not already booked your revision classes, you should use our online class booking system 
to reserve your place for your three course modules. Of course, we are flexible if your plan changes and 
you can always reschedule your classes at a later date. 

13 exams 

maximum of 18 months 
from first exam 

maximum of six
sittings

Reserve your class

https://www.asg.ie/class-dates.html
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Attendance for your revision classes, either remotely or physically, is a requirement in order to meet 
the classroom hours requirements of your course. You must attend for the entire revision class module 
(i.e. 4 days, 3 days, and 3 days for modules 1, 2, and 3 respectively) and for regulatory reasons we 
cannot facilitate attendance for single dates only or change the subject or module order. However, 
the ATPL examinations may be completed in any order that you prefer providing you have met the 
sign-off requirements.  Once you have met the sign-off requirements and attended the entire module, 
depending on student numbers we would be happy to facilitate you attending individual classes again 
to refresh your knowledge at no additional cost.

In terms of daily timetable for the revision classes, prior to the class we will ask you for feedback on 
which areas you would like to focus on and your instructor will tailor the day to your needs. You can also 
add this request to the “remarks” column when reserving your class place and your instructor will be 
able to view your request also. If we receive no feedback from you prior to your class, your instructor will 
complete an overview of the subject’s key theories and then finish with some ATPL question practice to 
help prepare you for your exams. Please bear in mind that the more prepared you are the more beneficial 
the class will be for you. Each of your instructors are experts in their specific subjects so please feel free 
to ask them any question at all. 

Providing you have registered using our online 
booking system, approximately 5 days prior to your 
class you will receive detailed information on the 
upcoming class. For those joining remotely, you 
will also be provided details on how to access our 
classroom remotely. The latest that we can permit 
registration for all of our revision classes is 14 days 
prior to the classes actually being conducted. The 
reason for this is that all of the necessary pre-course 
information and instructor communications will be 
conducted through this portal. If you were to register 
late then you might not receive this information 
including, for example: instructor contact details, 
classroom links for remote access, subject order, 
important information regarding Area 100 KSA 
assessments, and instructor communications prior 
to your class.
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Area 100 KSA objectives 
during your revision classes

In order to meet the EASA learning objectives, we are required to conduct student exercises during 
your revision classes which integrate formative and summative assessments. We will integrate these 
assessments in to our revision classes as follows:

Meteorology
In class you will be asked to prepare a verbal brief to your classmates on 
the prevailing meteorological conditions and operational implications 
on a routing assigned by the instructor (5 minutes).

Human
Performance & Limitations

Prior to class, please research and prepare a verbal briefing on any air 
incident / accident with a view to providing a review and analysis to the 
class as to main reasons for the occurrence (5 minutes). 

Flight planning

In class you will be asked to conduct a flight planning exercise with 
specific reference to pre-flight fuel planning. The goal of this summative 
assessments is to evaluate the student’s learning and application of 
knowledge.

Air Law & ATC procedures

Prior to class please prepare a 5 minute presentation on any topic from 
Air Law & ATC procedures. The suggested topic for this module will be 
“PANS OPS - Minimum Obstacle Clearance” and each student should 
prepare a short presentation on the topic.

Module 1 (Formative assessment)

Module 2 (Summative assessment)

Module 3 (Summative assessment)

6
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What must I do before applying 
to ASG to sit ATPL examinations?

In order to receive our ATO sign-off and to meet the course completion requirements in order to be 
recommended by ASG to sit the EASA ATPL examinations, you must:

For the ACE online progress and final tests, you must attempt all progress tests and pass all final ATO 
exams (75%+) on our learning management system. All examinations must be completed in simulated 
examination conditions. Upon receipt of your exam application form, we will complete a check on your 
account to ensure that you have attempted the progress tests and have achieved the minimum mark in 
the final exam associated with each subject you have applied for. Failure to meet these requirements will 
render your exam application invalid. 

Below is an example extract from our student performance monitoring system where a student has 
completed each of the associated examinations using our online system:

Following receipt of your exam application, a final check of your account will be completed 7 days prior 
to the examination sitting for which you have applied. Where there are progress and/or final tests that 
have not been completed, the ATO sign-off is withdrawn and the associated exam fees may be forfeited 
depending on the EASA examining authority. 

Complete the distance learning study associated with the subject for which you are applying to sit.
Attend the revision class associated with the subject (either physically or remotely).
Complete the ACE online progress and final ATO examinations associated with the subject (these may 
be completed after you attend the revision class).

Access our online LMS

7

https://www.padpilotace.com/#/access/signin
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Who do I apply to in order to sit 
the EASA ATPL exams?

All ATPL examinations should be made directly to ASG so that we can verify that you have met the 
course requirements before providing you with our ATO sign-off.

If you intend on sitting examinations with the Irish Aviation Authority (IAA), your exam application 
form needs to be completed and submitted to us through our online application portal so that we may 
forward it to the IAA with our ATO approval. 

The IAA have strict cut-off requirements in terms of receiving exam applications and late applications 
will not be processed. Please see our internal ASG exam application deadlines to ensure that we receive 
your application in sufficient time to verify that you meet the sign-off requirements before we forward 
your exam application directly to the IAA on your behalf. 

It is your personal responsibility to ensure that you do not miss these application deadlines. When you 
plan to sit ATPL exams at a specific sitting, it is important that you take note of the application deadlines 
so as to avoid disappointment. 

Exam application portal

Exam application deadlines

You can also choose to sit your ATPL examinations under any EASA authority. For example, you could 
sit your examinations with the IAA in Ireland, ENAC in Italy, FOCA in Switzerland, DGAC in France, or any 
other EASA authority. There are many EASA examination centres all across Europe, the US, and Asia. 
Upon successful module and course completion, we will provide you with our ATO sign-off which will 
permit you to sit your ATPL examinations. If you do intend on sitting your examinations with another 
EASA authority, please download and complete the application form from the respective authority’s 
website and send your application directly to atpl@asg.ie for processing. Please allow at least 3 days for 
our team to review your application before returning the completed form to you with our ATO approval 
which will permit you to apply to sit your exams directly with the respective EASA authority.
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https://www.asg.ie/exam-application.html
https://www.asg.ie/class-dates.html
mailto:atpl%40asg.ie?subject=
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Become an ASG 
brand ambassador

At ASG, we are trying to create something unique in terms of our approach to ATPL theory training. We 
spend our money on our instructors directly from industry with real subject matter expertise and not 
on large marketing campaigns. We know that the success of our philosophy is dependent upon your 
success and on you having a positive training experience with us. Our success is directly related to your 
satisfaction, your success, and the highest standard of theoretical training that we will always try to 
provide you with.

As a theory only provider, while we do have the advantage of being able to focus on delivering theoretical 
training only, we do not have a stream of students in flight training who then progress on to our ATPL 
theory courses. Therefore, we see you, our customer, as the possible advertisement for all that we try 
to do. 

We would be very grateful for any assistance that you can provide us to help us spread the word about 
what we are trying to do: every single word of mouth referral or social media share or mention, follow, or 
tag or like, check-in, or even just letting your fellow flying friends or club know, can have a huge impact 
for our continued success.

Please connect with ASG across our social media channels:

To leave a review on our 
Google page, you can

Our twitter page can 
be found 

Feel free to engage with us. 
Our instagram page is

For those of you on LinkedIn, feel free to 
like our page and indeed to put yourself 
down as an ASG student on to your 
own LinkedIn profile. We are listed as a 
University on LinkedIn so you can add 
this to your education too and become 

an ASG alumni. 

This is a great resource for 
students when deciding where 
to complete parts of their flight 
training, it would be fantastic to 

get a review on their site

Our page: 

Leave a review:

HERE HERE

HERE

HEREHERE HERE

HERE

https://www.google.com/maps/place/ASG+ATO/@53.4161269,-6.3179554,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x48670e9c975026df:0xb5ccfcf89a65b4b9!8m2!3d53.4161269!4d-6.3157667?ucbcb=1
https://pilot-network.com/school/asg
https://www.facebook.com/login/?next=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fasgato%2Freviews%2F
https://twitter.com/asg_ato
https://www.instagram.com/asg_ato/
https://www.linkedin.com/school/asgato/
https://m.facebook.com/asgato?_rdr
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Partner offers that are available 
exclusively to you as an 
ASG student

The Airline Pilot Club (APC) membership

Hour building packages - Global Flight Training 
Solutions (GFTS), Florida, USA.

Membership of the APC is completely free for ASG students. The APC provides unrivalled expertise and 
industry knowledge through its founders Captain Andy O’Shea and Captain Petter Hornfeldt (Mentour 
Pilot). Andy was Head of Training for Ryanair for almost 18 years and the APC team regularly holds free 
events which can provide you with valuable industry insights and advice which will prove invaluable when 
you apply for your first professional Pilot job. Contact info@asg.ie and request your APC membership today. 

In order to assist our ATPL theory students, we have established a partnership with an Irish-owned 
Flight School in Florida (USA) in order to make the hour building process as efficient, fun, easy, and 
inexpensive as possible. They will guide you through the processes and provide local training in order 
to get you in the air to build your hours as quickly and as safely as possible. While many hour building 
packages are offered across the US, few are designed specifically for visiting European students. Quite 
often the rates that are quoted involve no training or administrative support and are simply aircraft rates 
with fuel. This is not practicable for a European student given the nuances of the FAA system and the 
local regulatory requirements. 
Contact info@asg.ie and we will arrange for you to receive a quotation for your hourbuilding requirements 
whether this is for a 25hr, 50hr, or 100hr package.

mailto:info%40asg.ie?subject=
mailto:info%40asg.ie?subject=
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Multi-Engine Instrument rating (IR-MEP) & CPL 

MCC/JOC and APS/MCC courses - Simtech Aviation, Dublin.

Once you have completed your ATPL theory with us and your hour building, our partners can 

provide you with a seamless and managed CPL/IR/MEP flight training program that reduces 

your risk, guarantees quality, and is the most cost effective plan for Commercial Pilot Training in 

Europe. Our training partner will manage and arrange the flight training process on your behalf. 

For just €24,999, you can complete your entire ME-IR & CPL in Poland followed by your JOC/MCC 

at Simtech Aviation in Dublin. This price also includes CV preparation, professional photos, and 

professional interview training with an EEAP certified psychologist. Contact us at info@asg.ie and 

we will provide you with a direct referral to their training team so that they can handle your training 

request. If you choose to organise your own IR/ME & CPL but wish to pursue your JOC/MCC at 

Simtech Aviation then please see below. 

Although it is not the most expensive component of your training, the choice as to where you complete 

your MCC/JOC or APS/MCC is one of the most relevant and important choices which you will make in 

terms of your future career as a professional Pilot. Since ASG and Simtech Aviation have a very close 

partnership, we have negotiated a preferential rate for ASG ATPL students looking to complete MCC/

JOC or APS MCC courses with Simtech Aviation in the future. As an ASG ATPL student, you can avail of 

an exclusive €400 discount off all Simtech Aviation MCC/JOC and APS/MCC courses. This fantastic offer 

is only available to students who are undergoing or have undergone an ATPL theory course with ASG. 

In order to avail of this offer, please e-mail info@asg.ie and we will arrange for this exclusive discount to 

be applied to you. 
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mailto:info%40asg.ie?subject=
mailto:info%40asg.ie?subject=
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ANNEX A - REMOTE CLASSROOM 
STUDENT BRIEFING SHEET

This annex is intended to provide guidance to those students who have elected to attend some or all of 
their classes remotely.

For some of you, this might be your first time attending 
classes online. Don’t worry, it’s very similar to actually 
being in our regular classroom and our instructors have 
received specific training in order to make you feel 
just as involved as those students who are physically 
attending the class. We try to make our classroom 
learning environment as interactive and as enjoyable 
as possible so please don’t be reluctant to engage with 
your instructor and indeed with one another too. 

We use “Zoom” to deliver our classrooms and you can 
download this application for your iPad, your laptop, or 
your Apple Mac here or in your “app” store. Whichever 
device you decide to use, you will need to have a 
functioning webcam together with a good broadband 
internet (4mbps download speed) to ensure minimal 
technological disruption in class. Here is a guide on 
some of the functions available to you as a student. 

Providing you have booked your place using our online booking system, about 5 days prior to your 
class, you can expect to receive instructions on how to access our classroom remotely. You can click 
the classroom clinks at any time to test your audio-visual equipment but you will remain in the “waiting 
room” until your instructor admits you to the class and commences the lesson. If you are having any 
connectivity issues, please contact your instructor directly. 

Please try to be in the classroom waiting room at least 5 minutes earlier than the planned lesson 
commencement time. Once the lesson starts, if you are slightly late, the instructor will be delivering the 
lesson and may not notice that you are in the waiting room resulting in you missing out on the start of 
the lesson. 

How does the virtual classroom work?

How do I join the classroom?

https://zoom.us/support/download
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/200941109-Attendee-Controls-in-a-Meeting
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This depends a lot on the subject but our 
instructors have access to a variety of different 
types of training aides – from presentations to 
iPads, MacBook, Microsoft Surface, question 
banks, iBooks etc. Importantly, we have 
also invested in RØDE broadcast quality 
microphone equipment and 4K webcams 
to deliver an unparalleled online classroom 
experience for your class. We have conducted a 
lot of research in trying to improve the student 
experience and we have found that sound 
quality is particularly important when it comes 
to your remote classroom learning experience. 

Which training aides and equipment 

will my instructor be using?

How often will I get a break?

Feel free to interrupt your instructor at 

any stage and to “raise your hand”

Our instructors have also all received specific training in the delivery of training to a hybrid audience i.e. 
with some students physically attending and others attending remotely. 

Your instructor should give you at least a 5 to 10 minute break every 45 to 60 minutes to keep you fresh. We 
find that these frequent breaks help to keep us all focussed. You will receive roughly a 1 hour lunch break 
too. On breaks you can simply mute sound/video because this is more efficient for rejoining the classroom 
again. If you wish, please feel free to chat amongst yourselves on any of the breaks using the platform. 

We want you to enjoy your classroom experience with us! If you need a break or want a coffee, please just 
let your instructor know. It’s easy for us to lose track of time because we are so passionate our respective 
subjects!

These classes are about you! Don’t be afraid to interrupt the instructor. There is no such thing as a stupid 
question. We need you to help us make the classroom as interactive as possible – although we will make 
every effort to ensure that you are involved in our interactive classes it also requires a little bit of effort 
on your behalf. Please feel free to ask as many questions as you like, we want your class to be interactive, 
memorable, and engaging.  

An important function is to know how to “raise your hand” to ask a question or to get your instructor’s 
attention. During class, click on the icon labelled “Participants” at the bottom centre of your PC, Mac or 
iPad screen. At the bottom of the window on the right side of the screen, click the button labelled “Raise 
Hand.” Your digital hand is now raised and your instructor will get to you right away. 
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Please keep your camera on!

Help your instructor prepare for the class 

We request that you treat the 

classroom as a confidential 

environment

Try to be prepared for 

your classes

If you are attending our hybrid classroom remotely, we want you to 
feel part of the classroom and to engage with the other class members 
and your instructor. One important part of this is that we can all see 
each other. We request that you leave your camera on to assist this 
engagement. 

There is significant instructor preparation required to deliver ATPL revision classes to a high standard. It 
is helpful for our instructors if you could communicate theoretical areas that you would like to focus on in 
advance of the class and they can then tailor the class to meet your specific training needs. 

We thought about recording these classroom 
sessions and allowing you to play them back, 
and of course there are advantages to this. 
However, from a privacy perspective, we 
decided against it; we felt that knowing 
that the session was being recorded might 
lessen the potential for open collaboration 
and engagement between the instructor 
and you. We would also like to ensure that 
instructors can share anecdotes from their 
own personal operational experience. We 
would ask that you respect this privacy and 
the confidentiality of the classroom space 
and refrain from recording and sharing 
material from the class. 

These are revision classes and not tutorials. The nature 
of modular ATPL theory is that the vast majority of 
your course is completed by you via distance learning 
prior to attending revision classes. You get much 
more from these classes if you treat them as finishing 
classes to prepare you for your exams. If you join the 
classes unprepared and without having reviewed the 
PadPilot iBooks and the distance learning element 
you will not get as much from them. We know that 
it might be tempting to just sit in for the classes for 
the ATO sign-off but we really want you to get as 
much from these revision days as you possibly can. 
The more prepared you are the more you will take 
away from these classes. 

14
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ANNEX B - SUBJECT MATTER 
EXPERT CONTACT LIST

If there is a particular subject area that you are having difficulty understanding, please keep a note of 
this. Prior to your revision classes we will ask you for feedback on specific subject areas that you would 
like the instructor to focus on for your revision classes. We can then tailor the revision classes to your 
specific needs.

Please also feel free to reach out to our subject matter experts in advance by e-mail, they will endeavour 
to respond to your question within 48 hours.

Meteorology
Niall Dungan
Mick Barcoe
James Northover

dunganniall@gmail.com
michaelbarcoe@gmail.com 
jnorthover2@gmail.com 

Mass and Balance Niall Dungan dunganniall@gmail.com

Principles of Flight / Human 
Performance and 
Limitations

Odhran Murphy
Paul McDermott
James Northover

murphyodhran@hotmail.com
paulmcd51@gmail.com 
jnorthover2@gmail.com 

Aircraft Performance
Paul Fahy
Eddie Snowdon
Mick Barcoe

paulfahy01@gmail.com 
eddiesnowdon@gmail.com 
michaelbarcoe@gmail.com 

Radio Navigation
Paul McDermott
David O’Riordan

paulmcd51@gmail.com 
davidoriordan2000@yahoo.ie

Instrumentation
Paul McDermott
David O’Riordan
Karl Supple

paulmcd51@gmail.com 
davidoriordan2000@yahoo.ie
dublinpilot@hotmail.com

Flight Planning and 
Monitoring / Communications

Paul Fahy
Mick Barcoe

paulfahy01@gmail.com 
michaelbarcoe@gmail.com 

General Navigation
Odhran Murphy
Robert Dagg
Paul O’Beirne

murphyodhran@hotmail.com
rob.dagg@gmail.com
paulobeirne@gmail.com

AGK - Airframes and Systems, 
Electrics and Electronics, and 
Powerplant

Kevin Phipps
Mark Carney
Karl Supple

kevinpatrickphipps@gmail.com
markcarney123@gmail.com 
dublinpilot@hotmail.com  

Air Law and ATC Procedures /
Operational Procedures

Fabio Scalici
David O’Riordan

fabioscalici@gmail.com
davidoriordan2000@yahoo.ie

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3




